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Organisms have been adapted to variable environment with species differentiations by their biological evolutions on the Earth. 
The biological evolutions are almost same meaning of their genomic information changes. For that reason, it would be one of 
most important issues for understanding of biological evolutions by applying bioinformatics studies to current enormous 
genomic sequence data of many species. We previously developed a BLSOM (Batch-Learning Self-Organizing Map) for 
oligonucleotide frequencies, which can classify genomic sequence fragments according to species without information 
concerning species, and BLSOM has been used in many genome studies {1}. Many of microorganisms have been reported as 
“extremophiles” which could live in extreme environment, for example of high or low temperature, high salt concentration 
condition, acidic condition and so on. It would be considerable that they had obtained some of their living environmental 
specific features reflecting amino acid comparison changes on the functional genes, especially protein-coding ones, however, it 
is remaining unclear on the genomic-levels. We were focusing to archaea, known as typical extremophiles, and selected 
genomic data of 129 species as a reference data set from the database on which more than 150 strains of archaea genomes are 
available. We applied BLSOM analysis to the data set and found the features that archaea of living in high temperature or high 
salt concentration conditions show specific amino acid comparison changes. It is also suggesting that BLSOM analysis is 
available to detect horizontally gene transfer (HGT) regions from species specific ones on the genomes {2}. We are trying to 
apply BLSOM analysis to detect HGT regions on polar bacteria genomes. We will discuss our bioinformatics studies to take a 
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